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Introduction
It is well known that trade flows are influenced both by "nature" and by "men". Natural resource endowments affect comparative advantage in production and trade and government policies can stimulate or discourage production, consumption and trade. Nowhere are these factors more clear than in global agriculture and food value chains. Trade in agricultural and food products has been heavily affected by nature (economics) and men (politics). While the geography of the production of many agricultural products is heavily depending on natural factors such as the quality of the soil and the climate, governments have heavily distorted trade patterns with a variety of policy instruments, such as subsidies, tariffs, trade quota, etc. (Johnson, 1973; Anderson, 2009 ).
The wine sector is an intriguing case to study trade flows because it has a long history and has been heavily influenced/distorted by government policies (Meloni and Swinnen, 2013) . During the Roman Empire, the rulers in Rome used their armies to destroy vineyards in the provinces (in what is now Spain and France) when production there was traded cheaply in Rome's markets and undermined Rome's winegrowers profits. In the Middle Ages, England became a major export market for wine. The principle of comparative advantage in trade is often explained in David Ricardo's original example: the long-standing and mutually beneficial wool-wine trade between Britain and Portugal where Britain can produce wool more efficiently than wine and Portugal can produce wine more efficiently than wool. But John Nye (2007) in his famous "War, Wine, and Taxes" book argues that Ricardo's example is not a good example because few would buy Portuguese wine if they had the choice and that the Portuguese wine industry actually better serves as a historic example of how the antiquated mercantilist theory of trade misguided production. He argues that, of course, Portuguese wine was better than English wine but the fruitful PortugueseBritish wine trade heralded by Ricardo can be traced back to the 1703 Methuen Treaty 3 guaranteeing Portuguese wine lower tariffs than French wine in exchange for preferential treatment of British textile imports. Such trade distortions were obviously not limited to wine trade, but wine trade is a very intrinsic case because of the dramatic changes in trade flows caused by both "nature" and "men"-as we will document in this paper.
The 1860-1970 period is a particularly interesting period to study wine trade because of the dramatic changes in trade flows during this period. It includes the "first globalization period" In this paper we document these remarkable developments and provide an explanation for the dramatic changes in the wine markets and trade in the Mediterranean region over the course of a century. We focus on the Mediterranean region because this region captures the dominant trade flows (changes) during this period. In earlier periods, wine exports to Britain dominated trade. 2 In 1 Throughout the paper when we talk about wine production and trade, we consider Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco separately from France. Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco were French colonies/protectorates for much of the period 1830-1962 (see further).
2 During this period, French wine was exported mainly to Britain from its main harbors on the Atlantic coast-La Rochelle during the 13 th and 14 th centuries and then Bordeaux in the 17 th and 18 th centuries (Francis, 1972; Rose, 2011). 4 the past decades, wine exports from the New World (Argentina, Australia, Chile, New Zealand, South Africa, the United States, etc.) grew in importance, but these trade flows were less important during the period covered by our analysis. From 1860 to 1970, Mediterranean wine trade represented 80% to more than 90% of global wine trade (see Table 1 ).
Key conclusions of our analysis (captured in the title) are that trade flows were strongly affected by (a) the arrival of Phylloxera ("bugs") in France with a devastating effect on the vineyards, by (b) trade policies ("tariffs") introduced to protect French winegrowers as vineyards recovered later, and by (c) French colonial policies ("colonies") in North Africa which stimulated a rapid wine production growth in the late 19 th and early 20 th centuries and which destroyed North
African wine exports after independence from France.
Our analysis is related to other studies. Morilla Rhode (1999, 2000) investigate the production and trade of Mediterranean fruits and nuts during the end of the 19 th and early 20 th centuries and how competition from cheap American agricultural products contributed to economic and political crises in southern Europe. However, their study does not include wine trade. Pinilla (2014) , Pinilla and Ayuda (2002, 2010) , and Pinilla and Serrano (2008) provide excellent analyses on the political economy of the Spanish wine trade in the first globalization period. A forthcoming edited volume by Anderson and Pinilla (2017) analyses production and trade in many wine producing countries and a historical database on the two waves of globalization of wine. Swinnen (2009) and Tracy (1989) explain and document major agricultural trade distortions in Europe and the political economy reasons and mechanism behind them. Swinnen (1994) and Anderson (1995) provide theoretical explanations for government interventions in agricultural and food markets. Finally, our analysis in this paper is related to Swinnen's (2013, 2014) political economy studies of the historical roots of current EU wine regulations. 5
The Devastation of French Vineyards and its Trade Effects
By the mid-19 th century, viticulture played a major role in France's economic development.
It created income, wealth, and employment for many citizens. However, all this changed with the arrival of a devastating insect around 1864. The appearance in France of Phylloxera-an insect that originated in North America, lives on the vines' root systems and kills the plant 3 -ravaged
France's vineyards and caused a collapse in the supply of wine (Augé-Laribé, 1950; Chevet, 2017; Lachiver, 1988) . Unlike American vine species (e.g., Vitis riparia or Vitis rupestris), European vine species (Vitis vinifera) were not resistant to it. The impact was dramatic. One-third of the French vine area was destroyed, and the remaining (infected) vineyards produced little wine. As a consequence, French wine production declined by about 70% in the 1870s and 1880s (Meloni and Swinnen, 2013) .
While potential cures for Phylloxera were searched and tested, France moved from being the world's leading wine exporter to a wine importing country in less than a decade. By 1890, average annual production in France had fallen to 30 million hectoliters, while consumption remained at about 45 million hectoliters (see Figure 1 ).
To fill this gap, France followed a strategy with four components. First, and most obviously, France searched for ways to make vineyards resistant to Phylloxera. The second was to increase wine imports, mostly from Spain and Italy where Phylloxera was slow to arrive. Third, France started importing raisins (dried grapes) which were used to produce wine in France. The 6 fourth element was that France stimulated wine production in its North African colonies (Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco). We will now explain each of these strategies and their effects.
Increasing Wine Imports
France started to import wine, mostly from Spain and Italy. Wines were imported for consumption or to be mixed with French table wines. French wine imports increased tenfold in a ten-year period: from 1.2 million hectoliters in 1875-79 to 10.6 million in 1885-89 (see Figure 2 ).
The main source of wine imports was Spain.
In the second half of the 19 th century, Spain's production and export of wine increased strongly. Initially, the growth (also referred to as the "golden age" of wine) was driven by the integration of the domestic market (through the extension of railway lines) and the increase in urban wine consumption determined by an increase in per capita incomes. After the Phylloxera outbreak in France, the main driver was French demand for Spanish wine (Fernández and Pinilla, 2017) .
In order to facilitate large inflows of wine, France granted a favourable tariff regime to Spanish wine imports in 1877. Following the reduction of French import tariffs, the main wineproducing regions in Spain (such as Aragon, Navarre and La Rioja) started to plant more vines and export wine to France. The vine area increased by around 40% between 1860 and 1888 (Pinilla and Ayuda, 2016) . As a result, Spain became the world's largest wine exporter, followed by Italy.
Almost all their wines exports went to France. In 1891, Spanish exports were "32 times greater than those of 1850 or six times those of 1877," with the French market accounting for 85% of the Spanish exports between 1886 and 1890 (Pinilla and Serrano, 2008) .
The developments were similar in Italy, but somewhat smaller. Italian wine exports to
France increased from about 200.000 hectoliters in the early 1870s to 2 million hectoliters in the 7 mid-1880s. For Italy as well, France became the main wine export destination, absorbing about 80% of Italian wine exports (Federico and Martinelli, 2017) .
Increasing Raisin Imports 4
The second element of France's strategy to deal with the production declines was to import raisins as a raw material for wine production. The main source of the raisins was Greece, which captured 60% of the French market, followed by Spain and Turkey (the two other big raisins producers) (Petmezas, 1997) . Until 1830, there was little production or exports of raisins in Greece.
Raisin production took off during the 1830s, after the War of Greek Independence (1821-1832), fueled by growing British demand. Greek raisins were consumed by the British middle class and used in their traditional pudding (Progoulakis and Bournova, 2001) . 5 Until the 1860s, Britain was the principal consumer of Greek raisins. But, from the late 1870s onwards, new (and unexpected) consumers spurred demand for Greek raisins.
France started to import raisins from Greece to produce wine out of them (Tsiovaridou, 1980) . During the second half of the 1880s, between 1 and 2 million hectoliters of wine were officially declared French 'raisin wines' (wines produced from raisins) and they accounted for 8% of total French wine production (see Figure 3) . 6 This was mirrored by an increase in raisin imports.
French imports of Greek raisins increased fourfold in a decade. The export growth was spectacular:
from almost nothing in the early 1870s to about 9,000 tons in 1878, to 30,000 tons four years later 8 (1881) to 71,000 tons in 1889-representing around 40% of the total Greek raisin exports ( Table   2 ).
The combined growth of British and French demand during the second half of the 19 th century caused a dramatic growth of raisin production in Greece: from 25,000 tons in 1830 to 150,000 tons in 1890 (Pizánias, 1988) . The increased demand for Greek raisins, coupled with the 1871 land distribution act, 7 led to a large increase in vineyards in Greece, in particular in the Peloponnese region in southern Greece (Aroni-Tsichli, 2014) . The cultivated vine area in Greece increased almost fivefold from 24.000 hectares in the 1860s to 114,000 hectares in the 1880s-with the Peloponnese region increasing its share from 7% to 26% over the same period (Franghiadis, 1990, pp. 17/24) . Raisin production followed quickly thereafter, tripling from 55,000
tons in 1870 to 150,000 tons in 1890. Raisin exports followed the same impressive pace as almost all of the Greek raisin production was exported (Pizánias, 1988, pp. 136-139) .
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In summary, in the 20-year period between 1870 and 1890, France became a large importer of Greek raisins and Greek raisin production and exports grew exponentially. Raisins not only became Greece's principal export (representing about 55% of Greek export value during the 1886-90 period) but also the main crop cultivated in Greece (Meloni and Swinnen, 2016 French wine trade and investment policies had a major impact on wine production and exports in North Africa. The effect was most spectacular in Algeria. It is hard to imagine in the twenty-first-century global wine economy, but in 1960-more than 50 years ago-Algeria was the largest exporter of wine in the world. It exported twice as much wine as the other three major exporters (France, Italy, and Spain) combined. Moreover, it was the fourth-largest producer of wine in the world. All this started with the collapse of vineyards in France which triggered massive vineyard investments in Algeria in the 1880s. In the 50-year period between 1880 and 1930, Algerian wine production and exports grew dramatically, turning the industry from nonexistent into the world's largest exporter of wine (Meloni and Swinnen, 2014) .
The success of Algeria in wine trade also triggered vineyard investments in Tunisia and Morocco, two countries colonized by France later on. 10 While the impact was similar (a strong growth in vineyards and wine production, mostly for exports to France), both countries never reached the importance of the Algerian wine industry, in terms of area planted, production or trade.
The total vine planted area in Tunisia reached a maximum of 50,000 hectares in the 1930s and 78,000 hectares in Morocco in the 1960s-compared to 400,000 hectares in Algeria. The maximum wine production was 22 million hectoliters of wine in Algeria in the 1930s-ten times more than the maximum produced by Tunisia and Morocco (respectively 2 and 3.5 million hectoliters in the 1960s). The lower production and exports in Tunisia and Morocco were because 9 See Meloni and Swinnen (2014) for a detailed analysis of the rise and the fall of the Algerian wine industry.
10 Algeria was a French colony from 1830 to 1962; Tunisia was a French Protectorate from 1881 to 1956; and Morocco was a French Protectorate from 1912 to 1956. While Algeria was a "true" colony (considered part of the France and divided in several departments), Tunisia and Morocco were French "protectorates"-retaining some sovereignty. In a "true" colony, there was a total assimilation of culture, politics, regulations and trade (direct control of the French administration). On the other hand, in the "protectorates", the indigenous rulers continued to govern at home under the influence of the French administration (indirect control through a French resident-general and a military presence) (Wesseling, 2004) .
both countries were colonized later on and because they did not have the same preferential access to the French market as Algeria had. We explain this below.
Algeria
Three factors contributed to the spectacular growth of the Algerian wine industry in the late 19 th century (Meloni and Swinnen, 2014) . The first factor was the devastation of French vineyards caused by Phylloxera. This not only caused an increase in the demand for Algerian wine but also induced an inflow of skills in wine-making through the migration of many broke French winegrowers to Algeria. The second factor was technological progress in wine production. At the beginning (1830-1860) winegrowers did not have the technology to produce drinkable wines in a hot climate. However, in the late 19 th century, advanced refrigeration systems were introduced to control temperature during fermentation in the tank. The third factor was free trade with France (as Algerian wine imports were not taxed) that stimulated the growth of Algerian exports when high import tariffs were re-imposed by France on wine imports from Spain and Italy in the late 19 th century when French wine production recovered (Blanc, 1967; Isnard, 1947; Isnard and Labadie, 1959) .
Beginning in 1880, vine plantations expanded massively. Between 1880 and 1900, the area under vines increased from 20,000 to 150,000 hectares and wine production followed quickly thereafter. From about 25,000 hectoliters in 1854, Algerian production increased to 200,000 hectoliters in 1872, and to 400,000 hectoliters in 1880. By 1890s, French settlers did not need to import wine from France anymore but consumed Algerian wine (see Figure 4 ). By 1900 Algerian production had reached 5 million hectoliters per year, and by 1915 it doubled to 10 million hectoliters ( Figure 5 ). World War I (1914-18) and the spread of Phylloxera in Algeria caused a temporary decline in Algerian wine production. However, Algerian wine production and exports 11 rapidly increased again in the 1920s and the early 1930s, to 400,000 hectares of vines and to 20 million hectoliters of wine by 1935 (Isnard, 1949) . 11
Tunisia
As in Algeria, the growth of wine production and export in Tunisia is closely linked to French policies. Before the arrival of the French in 1881, less than 2,000 hectares of grape vines were cultivated and some kosher wine was produced by the Jewish communities. Following the creation of the French Protectorate, the Tunisian wine industry grew rapidly.
As in Algeria, the French administration stimulated the extension of the vineyards (among other things by providing loans for vineyard investments) as it ensured the French settlements in the colonies and it filled the French production shortfall induced by the invasion of Phylloxera.
From 1881 to 1892, vineyard expansion was stimulated by the arrival of two different "types of colonizers". The first wave of immigrants were French wealthy landowners and capitalists seeking for new (cheap) lands. The second wave of immigrants was triggered, as in Algeria, by the Phylloxera crisis but now it were ruined Italian winegrowers (mainly from Sicily and Pantelleria, off the Tunisian coast) that were seeking for a new place to live and to farm the land (Poncet, 1962, p. 141; Riban, 1894, p. 57) .
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These different groups of settlers brought new technologies, viticultural know-how and the capital to start planting vines on a large scale. The new large wine estates combined (a) capital to invest in modern technologies (as large cellars, mechanical wine presses); (b) the Algerian 11 In 1925, a law allowed agriculture credit banks to provide medium and long-term loans (Isnard, 1949) . 12 The allocation of land between French and Italian settlers was unbalanced. In 1892, a total of 331 French estates were owning 236,000 hectares of land, with more than a third of them having an average size of more than 400 hectares. On the other hand, the average size of the estates owned by Italian immigrants was below 30 hectares (Poncet, 1962, p. 143). experience to produce wine in a hot climate (the cooling system during fermentation); (c) and an experienced labor force (former winegrowers) from Italy (Poncet, 1962, p. 159) .
Tunisian wine production and exports to France benefited also from a regime of preferential trade tariffs. A new law in 1890 changed the trade regime between France and Tunisia, and permitted Tunisian wines to enter France duty free, provided they had an alcohol degree of less than 11 degree alcohol (Poncet, 1962, p. 488; Nogaro and Moye, 1910, p. 221) .
As a result, vine planting (and consequently wine production) expanded massively. In 1892, around 6,000 hectares were planted with vines and production reached 95,000 hectoliters (see Figures 5 and 6 ). 13 World War I temporarily interrupted the growth of wine production but
Tunisian wine production and exports rapidly increased again in the 1920s (Znaien, 2015) .
Tunisian wine production doubled from 500,000 hectoliters in 1920 to almost 1 million hectoliters in 1925 and exports tripled from 200,000 hectoliters to 600,000 hectoliters over the same period 14 13 European settlers borrowed substantial amounts of capital: a total of 1,500,000 francs were granted to invest in vineyards (Poncet, 1962, p. 197) . At the beginning of the 20 th century, French investments policy changed somewhat to support smaller vineyards (Leroy-Beaulieu, 1887, p. 430).
14 After World War I, more ruined Italian immigrants arrived. Their establishment was encouraged by the Protectorate by buying the large domains and selling land and vineyards to the small settlers (mainly Italians). The result was a shift in vineyards ownership. In 1913, French settlers owned 9,186 hectares of vineyards and the Italian settlers 6,448 hectares. By 1920, Italians winegrowers had 10,112 hectares while the French stabilized their vineyards at 9,436 hectares. In 1938 half of the vineyards in Tunisia (about 24,000 hectares out of 43.000 hectares total) were cultivated by 1,845 Italian winegrowers-representing two-thirds of the total European winegrowers (Huetz de Lemps, 2001, p. 323; Poncet, 1962, p. 248 
Morocco
Morocco was the third North African country (partly) colonized by France and only in 1912, much later than Algeria and Tunisia. Morocco was divided in two Protectorates-the southern part of the country was occupied by France while the northern part was occupied by Spain. The total European settlers increased from 65,000 in 1911 to 207,000 in 1936 (Wesseling, 2004; Tiengou des Royeries, 1959, p. 89) . When the French imposed their protectorate in 1912, around 2,000 hectares were already planted with vines-mainly for the production of fresh grapes.
European settlers triggered the growth in vineyards and wine production both for local consumption (they started to drink wine as they did in their home country) and for exports.
At first, wine production was not enough to cover the internal demand from the French and Spanish settlers and Morocco imported about 180,000 hectoliters of wine. However, at the end of the 1920s, there was a true "planting fever" triggered by government loans for agricultural (vineyard) investment. The settlers borrowed substantial amounts of capital which led to a tenfold increase of the area planted with vines (from 2,000 hectares in 1924 to 25,000 hectares in 1938), resulting in increased wine production (from 60,000 hectoliter to 700,000 hectoliters) and decreased wine imports (from around 260,000 hectoliters in 1922 to 55,000 hectoliters in 1933-a 70% decrease) (Huetz de Lemps, 2001, p. 322; Statistique Générale de la France, 1878 /1901 .
Soon wine production exceeded internal demand and Morocco was ready to export Moroccan wine. However, things were different for Morocco than for Algeria and Tunisia. By the time Moroccan wine arrived on the international market in the 1930s, the export market was already flooded with Algerian (and Tunisian) wine and French wine production had recovered. 
Making French Vineyards Phylloxera-Resistant
It took France more than twenty years to understand why vines were dying and to make vineyards resistant to Phylloxera. French experts were initially led astray by history. French vineyards had been destroyed a few decades earlier by oidium (powdery mildew). From 1847 to 1854, wine production decreased from 54 million to 11 million hectoliters. The discovery of sulfur to tackle the oidium vine disease allowed France to rapidly recover its wine production levels (production was back at 54 million hectoliters by 1858) (Statistique Générale de la France, 1878 France, /1901 . This stimulated winegrowers to fight Phylloxera with the same means, but unsuccessfully.
In the search for a cure, two groups of scientists opposed each other diametrically: the "Chemists" and the "Americanists". The first group advocated chemical treatments, and steam engines were adapted to pump expensive carbon disulfide into vineyards. The second group claimed that the solution to Phylloxera was, paradoxically, its cause. Vineyards could be saved only through the use of the Phylloxera-resistant American vines (Gale, 2011; Paul, 1996) .
By the 1880s, new types of Phylloxera-resistant vines had been developed, using two ways to bring in the resistant American vines. The first solution-grafting-consisted of attaching European vines to the roots of the Phylloxera-resistant American vine species. The second solution-hybrids-consisted of crossing two or more varieties of different vine species. Hybrids were the result of genetic crosses either between American vine species ("American directproduction hybrids") or between European and American vine species ("French hybrids"). During the 1890s, French vineyards were reconstructed with new plantings that used grafting and hybrid grape varieties. As a result, French vineyards began to recover and production increased, and by 15 1900 it had reached around 65 million hectoliters, the level of the pre-crisis years (Chevet, 2017; Gale, 2011; Paul, 1996) .
French Wine Recovery and Tariff Increases
Hence, by the beginning of the 20 th century, French wine production had recovered. This recovery and the increased imports caused a fall of wine prices (see Figures 1 and 8) . From the peak in 1880, average wine prices fell by more than 60% over the course of the next 25 years. The most dramatic decline was during the 1890s, when imports were high and French production began to recover.
The declining prices resulted in demands by French producers to limit imports of wine and raisins. 16 As wine prices continued to fall, the protests by winegrowers grew increasingly intense.
Under pressure from French wine producer organizations, the government introduced a series of laws aimed at limiting imports by imposing high tariffs on wine and raisins, regulating wine "quality" 17 and controlling wine supply (by restricting the total area of land under vines) (Meloni and Swinnen, 2013) . The increased tariffs on wine and raisins imports had major implications for the Mediterranean wine and raisin trade. The tariffs effectively blocked the imports of Spanish and Italian wines into France (Fernández and Pinilla, 2017; Pinilla, 2014) . They also had major implications for raisin trade and for Greece, and for wine exports from the North African colonies. 16 At the turn of the century, viticulture in France was still very important. By 1900, about 1.7 million winegrowers were supporting around 7 million people-representing 18% of the total population in France (Paul, 1996, p 11) .
17 At the beginning of the 20 th century, several laws defined wine, imposed the notification of annual production levels and forbade the addition of water and sugar of wines. Moreover, other laws were introduced linking the "quality" of the wine, to its production region (the terroir) and the traditional way of producing wine. The system of Appellations d'Origine Contrôlées (AOC) was born (for details see Meloni and Swinnen, 2013) .
French Tariffs and Wine Imports
The first response of the French government was to increase tariffs on wine imports. Tariffs on Italian wine were increased from 5% to almost 50% in the late 1880s, as part of a "trade war" between France and Italy (Becuwe and Blancheton, 2014; Nogaro and Moye, 1910) .
18 Next, with the 1892 "Méline tariff", 19 France increased the tax on the imports of Spanish wines and Greek raisins. 20 Figure 9 shows that import tariffs increased from 5% in 1885 to more than 40% after 1892. These increases in French import tariffs (further raised in 1899) led to a dramatic decrease in imports of Spanish and Italian wine (see Figure 10 ) (Golob, 1944; Morilla Critz et al., 1999; Pinilla and Ayuda, 2002, 2008) .
The increase in import tariffs reduced total imports and caused a substitution of wine by Phylloxera who had emigrated to the colonies. Moreover, France still needed extra wine to meet domestic demand-average French annual production was 30 million to 40 million 18 The "trade war" (1887-1892) between Italy and France included also Italy's increase of tariffs on wheat and manufactures in 1887 (Federico and Tena, 1999) . 19 The "Méline tariff" of 1892 was named after the French statesman, Jules Méline, at that time president of the Chamber of Deputies. The "Méline tariff" of 1892 set a double-tariff system, a "general tariff" applied to all the countries and a "minimum tariff" applied to countries who gave France correlative advantages in trade, i.e. an invitation for bilateral agreements (Barral, 1974; Haight, 1941, p. 66) . According to Smith (1992) , the Méline tariff is "credited with ending France's experiment in free trade and returning the country to a policy of high protection (…) it was arguably the most important piece of economic legislation in the history of the Third Republic". 20 Wines made with raisins were already taxed in France with a 1890 law (for more details see Meloni and Swinnen, 2016) . 21 Algeria's external trade was entirely dependent on France. Initially (after annexation in 1830), there were tariffs on both French and Algerian products in bilateral trade. In 1835, tariffs were removed from French products entering Algeria, but not vice versa. Algerian products were still considered "foreign" imports by France. In 1851, a new law permitted certain Algerian products, such as fruits, vegetables, cotton, and tobacco, to enter France duty free. However, wine was not initially included. Tariffs on Algerian wine imports were lifted in 1867 (Isnard, 1954, p. 30; LeroyBeaulieu, 1887, p. 176). hectoliters in the 1890s, compared with its annual pre-Phylloxera average of 50 million hectoliters (see Figure 1 ). Figure 10 shows that imports fell from more than 10 million hectoliters in the late 1880s to 5 million hectoliters in the early 1900s, mostly as a consequence of the decline in Spanish imports.
Over this period, the imports of Algerian and Tunisian wine more than tripled, partially offsetting the reduced imports from Spain and Italy. As Figure 10 illustrates, French wine imports equaled Algerian and Tunisian production during the first two decades of the 20 th century. Moreover, after 1905, further increases in Algerian and Tunisian imports (from 4 million hectoliters to 6 million hectoliters) caused total wine imports (which now consisted mostly of Algerian and Tunisian wine)
to increase between 1905 and 1915. This caused wine prices in France to continue to decline during the first decade of the 20 th century (see Figure 8 ).
A Protectorate is not a Colony: Tariffs on North African Wine Imports
Wine imports from Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco were initially not subject to tariffs and caused a substitution of wine imports from Spain and Italy to these North African countries. Yet, trade regimes were not the same for the three countries and this mattered when the pressure on the government from French wine producers continued to grow.
While Algeria was a "true" colony, and therefore part of a French custom union with zero internal tariffs, Tunisia and Morocco were French "protectorates"-retaining some sovereignty, but also different trade relationships. France had a regime of preferential trade tariffs with Tunisia and Morocco (based on a system of duty free quota). As previously explained, Tunisian wine exports benefitted from the 1890 law that permitted Tunisian wines to enter France duty free.
However, as French production increased and Algerian imports continued to grow, there was strong pressure on the French government to constrain imports from Tunisia (and Morocco). A 18 first restrictive trade measure was introduced in 1928, when a new law imposed an annual quota of 550,000 hectoliters of Tunisian wine which could be exported free of duty into France. Beyond this quota wine imports were taxed at a minimum tariff rates (JORF, 1928) . Not surprisingly, Tunisia objected vehemently. Tunisia was producing 1.2 million hectoliters and exporting around 700,000 hectoliters of wine (see Figure 5) . 22 Tunisian winegrowers therefore strongly lobbied the French government for a larger duty free quota (Marseille, 1984) . After seven years of lobbying, a 1935 law increased the duty free import quota to 750,000 hectoliters of wines and an extra quota of 500,000 hectoliters could be imported at a lower tariff of 30 francs per hectoliter-below the minimum tariff rates (Chaudier, 1898; Haight, 1941, p. 244; Poncet, 1962, p. 488; Marseille, 1984 ).
As explained above, Morocco never benefited from the preferential access to French wine markets. By the time that it produced an export surplus, in the mid-1930s, France was a saturated market and the French government was under strong political pressure from the domestic wine producers to protect them. France immediately imposed high tariffs on Moroccan wines (Tiengou des Royeries, 1959, p. 92).
The only "country" that escaped the protectionist wine trade regime change in France was Algeria. As a colony integrated in France's zero tariff custom union, it continued to export wine to France, and with its competitors blocked it continued to increase exports until the mid of the 20 th century. Only a significant change in its political status with France would change this-and dramatically so, as we will explain in section 5.
22 Domestic consumption never exceeded 350,000 hectoliters in Tunisia (Tiengou des Royeries, 1959, p. 80).
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French Tariffs and Regulations and the Collapse of Raisins Trade in the Mediterranean
The impressive growth of Greek raisin production and exports in the 19 th century was followed by an equally spectacular fall. 23 In 1889, 43% of Greek raisins were exported to France. However, French vineyards (and production) had begun to recover during the 1890s and wine and grape prices fell. French wine and grape producers lobbied the government to restrict raisin imports and the use of Greek raisins for French wine production. In 1889, at the peak of Greek raisin exports to France, the French government gave in to the pressure and introduced four major regulations to reduce the use of raisins in French wine production: (1) it introduced compulsory labeling of "raisin wines" to distinguish these from "wine" for consumers, (2) it imposed high taxes on "raisin wines" production in France, (3) it imposed high tariffs on Greek raisin imports and (4) it forbade adding water to wines-which effectively destroyed the production of "raisin wines" in France (Meloni and Swinnen, 2016) .
The combined effect of the wine regulations and the increased tariff were dramatic. Greek raisin exports to France fell from 71,000 tons in 1889 to 14,600 tons in 1893 and French production of "raisin wines" decreased from 4 million hectoliters (the production peak) to less than a million after 1893 (see Figure 11 ). It fell further to almost nothing after the beginning of the 20 th century (Petmezas, 2000) .
Although the measures only directly impacted the Greek producers and traders of raisins, the French measures ultimately led to a national crisis. With the domination of raisins in agricultural production and Greek exports, the Greek economy had become highly dependent on raisin markets (Franghiadis, 1990, p. 33; Petrakis and Panorios, 1992) . Even if British demand 23 Corinthian raisins (or 'currants') are dried small grapes of the Greek variety 'Black Corinth' (Aroni-Tsichli, 2014) . In our analysis we will name them 'raisins'.
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remained stable, the fall in French demand caused a raisin overproduction crisis (especially in the southern Peloponnese region where raisin cultivation dominated). The impact on the Greek raisin market was dramatic. Raisin prices dropped from 0.63 francs per kilograms in 1890 to 0.09 francs per kilograms in 1893-a 85% decrease (Tsiovaridou, 1980) .
Because of its importance as export revenue (as almost all raisin production was exported),
there were important macro-economic implications. Foreign debts represented one-third of the national budget and were partially guaranteed by the revenues from raisin exports. The fall in raisin prices and export value contributed thus to a significant decrease in government revenues and ultimately to the bankruptcy of the Greek government. 24 In 1893, Prime Minister Charilaos
Trikoupis announced to the parliament the historic words: "Regretfully, Gentlemen, we are bankrupt." (Chiotellis, 2014; Gallant, 2015; Morilla Critz et al. 1999; Pepelasis Minoglou, 1995; Stavrianos, 1958) .
Non-Tariff Measures to Restrict North African Exports
In the 1930s, France had totally banned imports of wine from Spain and Italy and raisin imports from Greece through tariffs (and other regulations) and limited imports from Morocco and Figure 8 ).
Restrictions grew further as the wine crisis stimulated more protests from wine growers in
France (Chevet, 2017) . France now tried to stop wine imports from North African countries by other means than tariffs. It prohibited the blending of French wines with those of other countries, and it introduced laws aimed at reducing vineyards surface and at banning new planting of vines.
A 1930 French law prohibited the blending of foreign wines with national wines.
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Moroccan and Tunisian wine exports were directly affected by the blending prohibition but Algerian wine exports not. As Algeria was formally part of France, Algerian wines were not considered "foreign wines" and therefore not affected by the 1930 law (Isnard, 1966; JORF, 1930, Article 4).
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The second major action taken by the France aimed at reducing wine imports by reducing vineyards surface and at banning new planting of vines in North Africa. 29 French winegrowers 26 French demand for high alcohol wines increased after the Phylloxera outbreak. Hybrids vines (one of the solutions to Phylloxera) produced wines with lower alcohol levels-no higher than 8% or 10%. In order to increase the alcohol content of their wines, French wine producers had to either add sugar or blend their wines with North African wines that had a much higher alcohol level-from 13% to 16% (Gautier, 1930 29 French winegrowers at first tried to lobby the government to impose import tariffs and quotas to protect them against Algerian wines. However, the French government was not willing to impose tariffs on Algerian wines, as it would have hurt the interests of French citizens overseas and because it was inconsistent with the integration of Algeria as French territory (Barrows, 1982; Isnard and Labadie, 1959) .
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from the south of France lobbied the French government to halt the expansion of north African vineyards (Meynier, 1981, p. 129) . Because almost all North African production was exported to
France, a limit on vineyard expansion was equivalent to import constraints. Between 1931 and 1935, a series of laws (Statut Viticole) 30 aimed at controlling the wine supply were introduced and applied to producers in both France and Algeria.
31
These laws did not immediately reduce total wine production but stopped the growth. In 1934 and 1935, the combined production of France and Algeria was almost 100 million hectoliters.
However, the Statut Viticole did immediately halt the increase in vineyard area (see Figure 6 ).
Total vineyard area in Algeria never expanded beyond the level reached in the mid-1930s (400,000 hectares).
Tunisia and Morocco were hit by similar regulations. In Tunisia, a 1932 law prohibited the extension of vineyards above 10 hectares. It was followed, a year later, by the total ban of new planting and replanting of vines. In 1934, grubbing-up premiums were provided to winegrowers who permanently (and voluntarily) abandon vineyards. 32 In Tunisia the total surface planted with vines decreased from 51,000 hectares in 1933 to 42,000 hectares in 1937. Similarly to Tunisia, three laws were introduced in Morocco to halt the expansion of vineyards. In 1935, an edict (dahir) 30 The Statut Viticole included the following measures: an obligation to store part of the excess production (blocage), obligatory distillation of surpluses, and the establishment of a levy on large crops and yields, a ban on planting new vines, and premiums for grubbing up of "overproductive" vines. The regulations applied to producers in both France and Algeria. However, the policy was biased in favor of wine producers in France and hit (large) Algerian producers much harder than French producers. For instance, new planting of vines was forbidden for ten years for producers who owned vineyards of more than 10 hectares or who produced more than 500 hectoliters of wine. During the 1930-1935 period, the average vineyard for French winegrowers was around 1 hectare, whereas in Algeria it was around 22 hectares. Furthermore, the average yield in France was 38 hectoliters per hectare, whereas in Algeria it was almost 50 hectoliters per hectare. Moreover, due to the hot climate, the obligation to store part of the excess production was more difficult for Algerian wine producers (Isnard, 1947; Loubère, 1990; Meloni and Swinnen, 2014) . 31 Article 17 of the 1931 law and article 54 of the 1935 law stated that the regulations were applicable to Algeria (Meloni and Swinnen, 2014) . 32 The winegrowers committed at reducing by 10% the planted areas, a percentage lifted to 15% in 1935 (Tiengou des Royeries, 1959, p. 80) .
prohibited the planting of new vines and, in 1937, another edict provided restrictions not only on new plantings but also on the replanting of vines (Poncet, 1976; Tiengou des Royeries, 1959, p. 80/93).
A Decade of Destruction
In The destructions also affected the French regulations. With falling North African production and exports, the Statut Viticole was repealed and planting restrictions were liberalized in 1942 (Meloni and Swinnen, 2014) . 33 Wine consumption increased so abruptly that Morocco had to import wines (250,000 hectoliters) in 1944.
A Brief Post-War Recovery
After the war, wine production recovered as vineyards were replanted, with production in Algeria doubling from 9 million hectoliters in 1945 to 18 million in 1953 (Meloni and Swinnen, 2014) . The Moroccan and Tunisian wine industry also witnessed an increase in wine production and exports. In 1946, special loans were granted by the Tunisian government to winemakers eager to replant their vineyards (Isnard, 1949) . Morocco vine plantings increased fourfold (from 20,000 hectares in 1946 to about 70,000 hectares in 1956) and its wine production increased sixfold (from 300,000 hectoliters to 2 million hectoliters) over the same period (Huetz de Lemps, 2001, p. 327; Valay, 1966) .
A new customs agreement with Tunisia (1955) raised the duty free quota to 1.25 million hectoliters (instead of 750,000 hectoliters). As a result, Tunisian wine production doubled in four years (from 1 million hectoliters in 1954 to 2 million hectoliters in 1958) and wine exports tripled (from 400,000 to 1.3 million hectoliters) over the same period (Poncet, 1962, p. 488) .
Decolonization and the Collapse of the Wine Industry and Trade in North Africa
In 1961, North Africa still accounted for almost two-thirds of the world's wine exports and Algeria was still the world's largest exporter of wine-a share that the three largest wine producers, France, Spain and Italy never achieved (see Figure 12 ). This lasted until the French colonies became independent in the late 1950s and early 1960s when Morocco (1956 ), Tunisia (1956 and
Algeria (1962) 
French Import Constraints After Independence
Until 1962 (Isnard, 1966; Meloni and Swinnen, 2014 (Angles, 1996; Valay, 1966) . For Morocco as well, France decided in 1967 to eliminate the duty free quota of 1 million hectoliters. As a result, exports decreased sharply in less than a decade in Morocco (from 1.7 million hectoliters in 1959 to 700,000 hectoliters in 1968) and in Tunisia (from 1.3 million hectoliters to 600,000 hectoliters over the same period) (Figure 7 ; Huetz de Lemps, 2001, p. 328).
Loss of Skills and Local Demand with the Departure of European Settlers
The departure of the French army and a large part of European settlers resulted in the loss of skilled labor and in a sharp decrease in wine consumption in North Africa countries. Stone, 1997, p. 218) .
Nationalization and Poor Management
The collapse of the North African wine exports were reinforces by poor management, the nationalization of vineyards and the inability to re-orient exports. The North African countries unsuccessfully tried to find other export markets for their wine. In 1969, Algeria signed a sevenyear agreement with the Soviet Union which agreed to buy 5 million hectoliters of Algerian wine every year at a fixed price. The Soviet Union became Algeria's principal wine export market, which led to a brief surge in exports. In 1969 and 1970, wine exports increased to around 12 million hectoliters, but the recovery did not last. Exports to France continued to decline, and exports to the Soviet Union were not successful. The prices set by the Soviet government were lower than world market prices for wine, a price at which production was not profitable for Algeria (Sutton, 1988) .
Morocco and Tunisia also tried to re-orient wine exports. Morocco found other (minor) markets in Germany (100,000 hectoliters in 1969) and in West Africa (Ivory Coast and Senegal) but at below-cost prices (Huetz de Lemps, 2001, p. 328) . Tunisia also (unsuccessfully) tried to export to other countries, such as the United States, Germany and West Africa. However, already in 1965, the just-elected President of Tunisia, Habib Bourguiba, advised winegrowers to stop planting and to progressively replace vines by more profitable crops such as flowers and asparagus (Isnard, 1966 (Birebent, 2007; Huetz de Lemps, 2001, p. 328) .
In summary, the combination of low domestic consumption, poor domestic management of the wine sector after its nationalization and French import constraints caused a dramatic reduction in exports. The state-managed system was unable to respond effectively to the changed international market situation and could not find alternative outlets or reposition North African wines for a growing global market. 35 The fall of the North African wine industry continued through the rest of the 20 th century. The largest impact was on Algeria-by the early 1990s, 30 years after independence, the Algerian wine industry was restored to where it had been 120 years earlier, before its spectacular rise as the world's leading exporter. From a global perspective, it has effectively disappeared. Production, vineyard surface, and exports have fallen back to negligible levels. French policies were crucial in its growth and in its fall.
Conclusion
To Italian wine markets and wine trade were integrated in the EEC (later EU). Wine trade was subject to heavy regulations under the EU's Common Wine Policy Swinnen, 2013, 2014) .
The following decades saw the growth of exports from the New World and the integration of Spain and Portugal to the EU. While the EU's wine market grew even larger with the accession of East
European wine exporting countries such as Bulgaria and Hungary, the share of the EU in global markets was reduced by the success of the New World's wine exports. Source: Meloni and Swinnen (2014) . Note: "Adulterated" wines included "raisin wines" (wines produced from raisins), "sugar wines" (obtained either from the addition of sugar to the wine or from the addition of water and sugar to the grape marcs) and "grape marc wines" (or "piquettes" obtained from the addition of only water to the grape marcs). Source: Galet (1964, pp. 30-31) . Sources: Galet (1964, pp. 30-31) ; Pizánias (1988, pp. 136-139) .
Figure 12
Share of World Wine Export Volume, 1900-2012 (in percentage)
Sources: Anderson and Pinilla (2017) .
